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ABSTRACT The present work was focused on assessing the spatial exposure variability for pedestrians
on the road, in close proximity to a car equipped with a 5G-V2X antenna, operating at the working
frequency of 3.5 GHz and with 3D beamforming capability. Indeed, Cooperative Intelligent Transportation
Systems (C-ITS) will soon utilize 5G New-Radio (NR) wireless communication to overcome the limitations
of the current V2X (Vehicle-to-Everything) wireless communication technologies, enhancing road-safety
and driving efficiency. However, this transition also introduces heterogeneity, uncertainty and variability
in the radio frequency (RF) exposure levels of pedestrian and other road-users. To evaluate the spatial
exposure variability in these new 5G-V2X scenarios, in this work we adopted an approach which combines
a stochastic (metamodeling) technique called Polynomial Chaos Kriging with deterministic dosimetry
(classical computation techniques). By utilizing this approach, we were able to assess the exposure levels,
expressed in terms of specific absorption rate (SAR), for 1000 different beamforming patterns of the
5G-V2X antenna, with low computational cost. The results showed low exposure values compared to
ICNIRP guidelines and highlighted a high exposure variability for 5G vehicular communication scenarios.

INDEX TERMS 5G-V2X antenna, cooperative intelligent transport systems, RF human exposure, stochastic
dosimetry.

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, rapid and widespread technological advance-
ments have been applied in the automotive field to develop
a new concept called Cooperative Intelligent Transport Sys-
tems (C-ITS) [1]. C-ITS is based on wireless vehicular
communications and remote sensing to enhance travel safety,
improve transport efficiency, reduce environmental impact
and maximize the social and economic benefits of trans-
portation for both the commercial users and the general pub-
lic [2]. The umbrella of vehicle-to-everything (V2X) wireless
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communications for C-ITS encompass smart connected vehi-
cles that can communicate with other vehicles (vehicle-
to-vehicle, i.e., V2V), pedestrians (vehicle-to-pedestrian,
i.e., V2P), infrastructures (vehicle-to-infrastructure, i.e.,
V2I), and network (vehicle-to-network, i.e., V2N) [3],
[4]. The V2X wireless communications operate through
two main wireless access technologies: WiFi for mobil-
ity, based on the IEEE 802.11p protocol standard in the
US or its European equivalent, ITS-G5 [5], and the cellu-
lar technology named Cellular-V2X (C-V2X), standardized
by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP). This
includes V2X operated through both the Long-Term Evolu-
tion (LTE-V2X) and 5G NR (New Radio) communication
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protocol (5G-V2X) [6], [7], [8]. Specifically, the introduc-
tion of the 5G NR communication protocol will be proven
useful for enabling ultra-reliable low-latency communication
close to 99.999%, wider coverage area, improving position
accuracy down to 5 cm, as well as high data rate and spectral
efficiency for the connected vehicles [2], [9].
To overcome the limitations of LTE-V2X and IEEE

802.11p in terms of low latency, communication speeds
and available bandwidth, the 5G NR communication pro-
tocol will operate not only in the traditional ITS 5.9 GHz
band, but also in two additional, larger frequency ranges:
the frequency range 1 (FR1, 410 MHz - 7.125 GHz) and
the millimeter waves (mmWaves) frequency range 2 (FR2,
24.25-52.6 GHz) [7], [8]. The successful implementation of
5G-V2X communication will be made possible through the
deployment of 5G network infrastructure and the use of inno-
vative technologies, i.e., the use of small-cell networks and
massive multiple-input-multiple output (MIMO) base sta-
tion antenna, the device-to-device (D2D) communication and
the application of three-dimensional beamforming (3DBF)
techniques [10], [11].

The introduction of new RF frequency ranges and tech-
nological changes in 5G wireless network communication
is also raising health and safety concerns about human RF
exposure levels, as pointed out in the Technical Information
Statement (TIS) of the Committee on Man and Radiation
(COMAR) [12]. To address these concerns, studies are being
conducted on the design and performance characterizations
of technological solutions for 5G networks deployment, with
a specific focus on its use in the field of C-ITS mobility (see,
e.g., [9], [10], [11], [13], [14], [15]). Additionally, studies
have also been directed towards the assessment of RF human
exposure in these upcoming 5G scenarios. So far, efforts
have been made to evaluate RF EMF human exposure to
plane wave, dipoles and array antennas in both near-field
and far-field conditions using computational methods and
considering upcoming 5G mobile network communication
scenarios [16], [17], [18], [19]. In the automotive field, a few
studies have begun to focus on the assessment of human
exposure due to antennas operating at frequencies used in
V2X communications [20], [21], [22], [23], and one our
previous study specifically assessed the exposure levels of
pedestrians in near proximity to a car equipped with two
5G-V2X antennas at 3.5 GHz, where some configurations
and orientations between a human model and the car were
evaluated thanks to classical computational techniques [24].
However, to the best of our knowledge, none of the previous
reported works has taken into account the heterogeneity,
uncertainty and variability introduced by the use of these
new 5G-V2X communications on RF-EMF human exposure.
To address this gap, in the present work we aim to assess the
spatial variability of human exposure in a 5G-V2X scenario
for the first time. The work was based on a specific case of
5G-V2X scenario, where the innovative technological factors
of 5G connectivity were taken into account, i.e., the use of
array antenna with varying number of elements, the antenna

working frequency at 3.5 GHz, the 3D beamforming capacity
and the antenna position on the car body. To obtain the
analysis of the spatial variability of human exposure, we use
stochastic dosimetry, an approach previously applied in the
context of indoor 5G networks, which combines stochas-
tic (metamodeling) techniques with deterministic dosimetry
(classical computation techniques), to assess human exposure
spatial variability in 5G-V2X scenarios [25].
Briefly, stochastic dosimetry uses statistics to replace

expensive computational models with surrogate mod-
els, greatly reducing the associated computational costs.
Recently, stochastic dosimetry has been applied success-
fully to assess the variability of EMF exposure assessment
in both low and high frequency exposure scenarios (see,
e.g., [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32]). In stochas-
tic dosimetry, a small number of deterministic simulations
obtained from expensive computational dosimetry simula-
tions are coupled with stochastic models to infer the exposure
levels in variable scenarios and perform statistics and sensi-
tivity analyses [28].

In the present work, we used a stochastic dosimetry
approach called Polynomial Chaos Kriging (PC-Kriging)
to take into account the variability of the exposure due to
the beamforming capability of a 5G-V2X antenna used in
C-ITS mobility, rather than limiting the exposure analysis
to a few beamforming patterns of the 5G-V2X antenna.
In our previous study [24], we investigated human expo-
sure levels for road users in proximity to a car equipped
with 5G-V2X antennas. In [24] we used the determinis-
tic computational dosimetry to assess the exposure; due to
the heavy computational load of the method, our previous
analysis was limited only to a few specific configurations
between the 5G-V2X antenna and the human model. The
5G-V2X antenna was modelled as an array antenna of eight
patch elements at the working frequency of 3.5 GHz, in the
FR1 (410 MHz - 7.125 GHz) for 5G mobility. By combining
deterministic and stochastic approaches, in this work wewere
able to consider the beamforming capability of the 5G V2X
antenna and thus assess human exposure for 1000 different
beamforming patterns, with a sustainable computational cost.
Exposure was evaluated in terms of the Specific Absorption
Rate (SAR), that is the RF-EMF power absorbed per unit
of mass of the road user, following the International Com-
mission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP)
guidelines [33].

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
We assessed the exposure levels of a human model resem-
bling a pedestrian near a car equippedwith a 5G-V2X antenna
with 3D beamforming capability. The exposure scenario and
the methodology adopted, which required a combination
of classical computational method and innovative stochastic
dosimetry, are illustrated in Fig. 1 and in Fig. 2, respectively.
In the next sections, we describe in detail the exposure

scenario characteristics and the four steps outlined in the
workflow of Fig. 2, namely: the ‘‘Exposure Scenario’’ section
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FIGURE 1. On the left, the exposure scenario configuration (the red box indicates the computational domain). On the
right, the details of the 5G-V2X antenna and the description of the beamforming capability over the H and E plane and
their corresponding ranges.

illustrates the characteristics of the scenario, including the car
model, the 5G-V2X antenna model and the human model;
the ‘‘Experiment Design’’ section motivates the choice for
the input settings for the beamforming capability ofV2X
antenna and for the deterministic simulations; the ‘‘Stochas-
tic Approach’’ section outlines the PC-Kriging approach
we used to build the surrogate models; the ‘‘Validation’’
section demonstrates the effectiveness of the surrogate mod-
els; finally, the ‘‘Exposure Analysis’’ section highlights how
the surrogate models were applied to assess the SAR values
in the tissues of interest, with low computational costs.

A. THE EXPOSURE SCENARIO
The exposure scenario analyzed in the current study was the
same as in our previous study [24]. The key characteristics of
the exposure scenario are summarized here and are illustrated
in Figure 1. The car body, which resembles a typical city car
model, was modelled using perfect electric conductor (PEC)
material and six glass windows (density ρ = 2500 kg/m3;
conductivity σ = 0.0025 S/m; relative permittivity εr = 2.6).
The 5G-V2X antenna, operating at 3.5 GHz for vehicular
communication, was modelled as a linear array antenna of
eight elements arranged in two rows of four elements each.
The design of the antenna was consistent with the technical
specifications of the 3GPP Release 16 and Release 17 and
the H2020 5G PPP 5GCommunication Automotive Research
and innovation (5GCAR) Project [7], [8], [34]. Each element
of the linear array was modelled as a simple patch antenna
with three layers: the ground and patch layers were made
of PEC material, whereas the substrate layer was made of
dielectric material (εr = 2.2 and σ = 0.0005 S/m). The
patch antenna dimensions equal to 42.8 × 42.8 × 4 mm
allowed to achieve the resonance at 3.5 GHz. The 5G-V2X

antenna was mounted on the windshield glass, along the
midline of the car, in a typical position used in 5G vehicu-
lar communication [35], [36]. Differently from our previous
study [24], in the current study we examined the impact of
the 3D beamforming capability of the 5G-V2X linear array
antenna on the exposure levels. Specifically, we set two dif-
ferent scan angles that regulated the beamforming direction
in the H-plane (azimuth plane) and in the E-plane (elevation
plane). Consistently with the 3D beamforming capability of
upcoming 5G network communications antennas [7], [8],
[37], we set the beamforming range in the H-plane between
[−40◦, +40◦], where negative scan angles corresponded to
beams directed towards the right side of the human model,
while in the E-plane the range varied between [−20◦, +20◦],
where negative scan angles corresponded to beams directed
towards the ground.

The antenna was driven by a continuous harmonic signal
at 3.5 GHz with an input power 1 W and had a radiated
efficiency of 98.88%, resulting in a total radiated power equal
to 0.9888 W. The anatomical model ‘Ella’ of the Virtual
Family [38] was used, which comprises 76 different tissues
and resembles an average adult female (age = 26 years old,
height =1.63 m, mass = 57.3 kg, BMI = 21.6 kg/m) [38].
The Ella model was placed in the position that according to
the evidence we found in our previous work [24] resulted
in the highest exposure, i.e., close to the frontal car hood,
at its midline. In this way, the distance between the 5G-V2X
antenna and Ella resulted to be around 1.7 m.

B. EXPERIMENT DESIGN
The Step 1 of the workflow in Figure 2 (i.e., Y = M (x))
is aimed at detecting the input parameters (x) and their joint
probability functions to characterize the computational model
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FIGURE 2. Schematic workflow of the methodology used in this paper to assess the RF EMF human exposure spatial variability in
5G-V2X vehicular communication.

M to assess the EMF quantity of interest Y . As previously
described, two scan angles were set to characterize the 3D
beamforming capability of the 5G-V2X antenna: the scan
angle in the H-plane (range variation [−40◦, +40◦]) and the
scan angle in the E-plane (range variation [−20◦, +20◦]).
The joint probability functions of the two scan angles were
hypothesized to be uniformly distributed, since no assump-
tions were made about the most probable direction of beam
of the antenna, to preserve generality. Successively, a Latin
hypercube sampling (LHS) method was applied on the joint
probability density function of the inputs to generate the input
coordinates [28], [31], [39].

These input coordinates were then used as settings for
the computational simulations performed using the Sim4Life
platform (ZMT Zurich Med Tech AG, Zurich, Switzerland,
www.zurichmedtech.com), which implements the finite-
difference time-domain (FDTD) solver. The FDTD method
represents a direct solution in the time domain of the
Maxwell’s curl equations, which are discretized by means of
a second-order finite-difference approximation both in space
and in time in an equidistantly spaced mesh [40]. In the
present paper, the computational domain of these simulations
(highlighted by the red box in the left part of Fig.1) included
half of the car body, the 5G-V2X antenna on the windshield
glass, and the entire Ella model. The surroundings around the
car and the human body were filled with air. Furthermore,
the Ella’s tissues dielectric properties were chosen according
to the literature [41], [42], considering the antenna working
frequency of 3.5 GHz. The tissues of the human model were
discretized with a maximum step of λ

/
10 (where λ =

c
/
f
√
εr , λ is the wavelength [m], c is the speed of light

[m/s], f is the wave frequency [Hz], and εr is the relative
permittivity), depending on the tissues’ dielectric properties.
For this reason, the maximummesh step was set to 1.408 mm
for all body tissues apart from the eyes tissues (maximum
mesh step equal to 1.043 mm). Lastly, the domain boundaries
were assumed perfectly matched layer (PML) absorbing con-
ditions. The computational simulations were conducted on a

workstation with Intel®Xeon®gold 5222 CPU@3.80 GHz
and with NVIDIA RTXA5000 GPU. Each deterministic sim-
ulation lasted around 7h and occupied 38,2 GB of memory.

The quantity of interest Y assessed in the computational
simulations was the SAR for specific tissues, as indicated
in the ICNIRP guidelines [33]. In particular, the SAR was
averaged on the whole body (SARwb) and on 10g (SAR10g)
of tissue of the skin and the eyes (i.e., cornea, lens, sclera and
humor vitreous). The values obtained through deterministic
dosimetry for the SARwb and the peak of SAR10g (pSAR10g)
were then used to build the surrogate models using the
PC-Kriging method, as described in the next section.

C. STOCHASTIC APPROACH
As shown in Figure 2, in the Step 2 the aim was to build
the surrogate model (or metamodel) for characterizing EMF
exposure. A surrogate modeling technique allows to substi-
tute the expensive computational model M (x) with a meta-
model for the reduction of the associated computational costs,
such as:

Ŷ = M̂ (x) (1)

where x denotes the two-dimensional input vector of the
two-scan angles in the H-plane and E-plane of the 5G-V2X
antenna beamforming, M̂ is the metamodel and Ŷ represents
the quantity of interest (in this case, the SAR) obtained with
significantly lower computational cost compared to simula-
tions with deterministic dosimetry. In this work, among the
different non-intrusive approaches that can be used to obtain
the metamodels, the PC-Kriging technique was selected.
PC-Kriging is a novel metamodeling method formed by a
universal Kriging model, whose trend is modelled by a sparse
set of orthogonal polynomials. In this way, PC-Kriging allows
to combine the advantages of Universal Kriging (Gaussian
process modelling) with those of Polynomial Chaos Expan-
sions (PCE), resulting in a more efficient metamodeling
technique than the two methods taken separately [31], [43].
Amore detailed description of the PCK technique and of PCE
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and Universal Kriging methods can be found in [25], [44],
and [45].
Briefly, the Universal Kriging method is a statistical inter-

polation method, which splits the random function into a
linear combination of deterministic functions, known at any
point of the domain input, and a residual random function,
described by a Gaussian noise depending on the input vector.
This can be represented by the following equation:

ŶK = M̂K (x) =

∑p

j=1
βjfj (x)+ Z (x) (2)

where
∑p

j=1 βjfj(x) represents the mean value of ŶK and is a
linear combination of a given functional basis f with non-zero
coefficients βj, whereas Z (x) identifies the stationary Gaus-
sian process, that captures local variations by interpolating
neighboring data points of the experimental design. Z (x) has
zero mean and stationary autocovariance, such as:

E
[
Z (x) ,Z

(
x′

)]
= σ 2R(x− x′, θ )x) (3)

where σ 2 is the constant variance of the Gaussian process,
R is the stationary autocorrelation depending on the dif-
ference between the two sample points (x − x′) and the
hyperparameters θ [44].

The PCE are instead a family of powerful stochastic tech-
niques where the computational model is functional approxi-
mated through its spectral representation based on a suitably
built basis of polynomial functions. The PCE technique is
described by the following equation:

Ŷ PCE = M̂PCE (X) =

∑p

j=1
αjψj (X) (4)

in details, X is the probability density function associated
to the input vector x, p is the size of the polynomial basis
9(X), ψ (X) are the orthonormal polynomials belonging to
9(X), and αj are the corresponding unknown coefficients to
be estimated [45].

As described before, the PC-Kriging method is a combina-
tion of the Universal Kriging with the PCE methods resulting
in a more efficient technique than the two methods separately
taken. The PC-Kriging can be summarized by the following
equation:

Ŷ PCK = M̂PCK (x) =

∑p

j=1
αjψj (X)+ Z (x) (5)

where, the first term in the equation (i.e.,
∑p

j=1 αjψj (X))
is the PCE solution and represents the trend of the model,
capturing the global behavior of the model. The second term
in the equation (i.e., Z (x)) identifies a stationary Gaussian
process, that captures local variations by interpolating neigh-
boring data points of the experimental design.

In the present work, the PC-Kriging metamodels were built
using the software ‘‘UQLab: The Framework for Uncertainty
Quantification’’ [46]. As shown in equation (5), the construc-
tion of PC-Kriging models involved then two different steps:
i) the choice of the orthogonal polynomials and the estimation
of unknow coefficients αj; ii) the calibration of the Kriging
model, by evaluating the variance σ 2 and the hyperparameters

θ . Regarding the first step, because the values of the input
vector x are uniformly distributed, we used the Legendre
polynomials up to the second order as the polynomial basis
and the Least Angle Regression Selection (LARS) algorithm
to estimate the unknow coefficients αj in decreasing order
according to their correlations to the current residual at each
LARS iteration [47].

In the second step, based on equation (3), as function R
we used the Matérn correlation function and we estimated
its hyperparameters σ 2 and θ through the Cross-validation
estimation and Covariance Matrix Adaptation–Evolution
Strategy (CMA-ES) [31], [44]. Lastly, in the present work,
we used the Optimal PC-Kriging (OPCK) metamodel that
minimizes the Leave-One-Out error (LOO-Error) as the best
model to jointly optimize the two parts of equation (5).

D. VALIDATION
The Step 3 is the validation of the obtained surrogate mod-
els, using the smallest number of computational simulations.
In the present work, the Leave-One-Out Cross-Validation
(LOO-CV) technique was applied to balance the need for
minimizing the number of simulations while maintaining an
acceptable error, as shown in the third step of Figure 2.
This technique has previously been applied successfully to
validate the metamodels describing the variability of human
EMF exposure in low and high frequency scenarios [26], [28].
The LOO-CV error can be expressed by:

εLOO−CV =
1
N


∑N

i=1

(
M (xi) − M̂PCK

(−i) (xi)
)2

Var[Y ]

 (6)

where M (xi) represents the SAR value estimated with com-
putational deterministic simulation in xi, M̂PCK

(−i) (xi) denotes
the same quantity but obtained with the PC-Kriging surrogate
model for xi built on all the output from the experimental
design x except xi, and Var[Y ] is the variance of the out-
put results obtained from the deterministic computational
simulations.

The technique is applied iteratively for the N computa-
tional deterministic simulations, to obtain the total LOO-CV
error. As told before, the design set was obtained using LHS
method [31]. In particular, for the present work we started
from a set of N = 20 simulations and then we enrich the
starting set, adding a subset of N = 10 simulations, in order
to achieve an acceptable LOO-CV error. In the end, we found
that N = 30 computational simulations were sufficient to
guarantee a LOO-CV error below 3%.

E. EXPOSURE ASSESSMENT
In Step 4, as illustrated in Figure 2, after validating the
PC-Kriging metamodels, we used them to calculate the SAR
values for 1000 different combinations of the two input scan
angles in the E-plane and H-plane. Indeed, as previously
reported, for the 1000 beamforming patterns, we evaluated
the SARwb and the peak SAR10g (pSAR10g) for the skin and
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TABLE 1. LOO-CV error of the metamodels for the SAR on the whole body
and for the peak SAR10g on the skin and eyes tissues.

eyes tissues. The computation cost for evaluating 1000 values
of SAR with stochastic approach were almost null and taken
only few seconds. Moreover, to identify the beamforming
patterns that might cause the highest exposure levels, we ana-
lyzed the percentage of SAR values higher than the 90%
and 70% of their peak values and the corresponding H-plane
and E-plane angles ranges where these latter high values
occurred. Furthermore, to better characterize human exposure
spatial variability we computed and analyzed the Quartile
Dispersion Coefficient (QDC) for each SAR distribution as:

QDC =
Q3 − Q1

Q3 + Q1
(7)

where Q1 and Q3 are respectively the first and third quar-
tiles. Finally, in order to assess which angle, between
azimuth and elevation, mostly influenced the exposure levels,
a global sensitivity analysis was conducted using the Sobol
variance-based method [48]. This method consists in decou-
pling the system output variance as the sum of the partial
variances due to each input parameter. The Sobol indices of
the two input scan angles in H and E planes are calculated as
the ratios between the partial variances and the total variance
of the system output. In this work, the software ‘‘UQLab: The
Framework for Uncertainty Quantification’’ [46] was used to
calculate the two first Sobol indices of the two input scan
angles in H and E planes, further details about the formulas
for computing Sobol indices can be found in [49]. Finally, the
two calculated first Sobol indices under consideration were
normalized with respect to their sum.

III. RESULTS
A. VALIDATION ERROR
Table 1 reports the LOO-CV errors for the different surrogate
models of the SARwb and the pSAR10g in the skin and eyes
as computed from the results of N = 30 computational deter-
ministic simulations.

From Table 1, we can notice that, for all the three meta-
models, the LOO-CV errors were around 2.5%, that is low
enough to validate the surrogate models.

We use then the obtained surrogate models to calculate
the exposure levels for 1000 different combinations of the
two scan angles in the E-plane and in the H-plane of the
antenna beam. The numerical results are presented in the next
paragraph.

B. EMF EXPOSURE ASSESSMENT
Figures 3 - 5 show the distributions of the SARwb (Figure 3),
the pSAR10g on the skin (Figure 4), and the pSAR10g on

the eyes tissues (Figure 5) by varying the two scan angles
of the antenna. The distributions are based on the SAR
value calculated using the surrogate models and considering
1000 different beamforming patterns of the 5G-V2X antenna.
The input power of the antenna was always set to 1 W. The
right part of each figure shows the contour plot of the SAR
distribution over the E-H plane (top panel), the contour plot
of the SAR distribution varying the scan angle on the E-plane
(middle panel) and the contour plot of the SAR distribution
varying the scan angle on the H-plane (bottom panel).

From the three distributions illustrated in the figures 3-5
and from our analysis on the obtained SAR values,
we observed that (i) the SARwb had a maximum value of
0.33mW/kg, amean value of 0.05mW/kg and amedian value
of 0.02 mW/kg (ii) the highest pSAR10g values were found in
the skin tissue, with amaximum of 9.54mW/kg, amean value
of 2.12 mW/kg and a median value of 1.14 mW/kg, (iii) the
pSAR10g values for the eyes tissues were slightly lower, with a
maximum value of 8.69mW/kg, a mean value of 1.21mW/kg
and amedian value of 0.27mW/kg. From these values, we can
notice that the mean and median values were very similar,
while the maximum values were of one order of magnitude
higher than the mean and the median values, meaning that
the SAR values are mostly concentrated in the low exposure
range. Indeed, the 3D distributions and projections high-
lighted that the exposure levels varied greatly, depending on
the beamforming pattern of the antenna. In particular, from
the three projections of the right part of figure 3-5 we noticed
that the highest exposure was observed when the beam of the
antenna was in the range of [−20◦, +20◦] on the azimuthal
plane H and [−20◦, 0◦] in the elevation plane E. Also, it is
observed that only for a few ranges of the direction of the
beam (i.e., [−20◦,+20◦] in the H-plane and [−20◦, 0◦] in the
E-plane) the SAR was high, while outside these latter ranges
the SAR was almost negligible.

Table 2 displays the percentage of values higher that the
90% and 70% of the maximum values for the three SAR
distributions of Figures 3 to 5. It can be observed that the
percentage of values higher than the 90% of the maximum
SAR was low, ranging from 1% for the SARwb to 3.2% for the
pSAR10g on the skin. The percentage of values greater than
70% of the maximum SAR increased but remained still low,
reaching 4.5% for the SARwb body and 9.1% for the pSAR10g
on the skin. This confirmed that only a small subset of the
obtained values had values similar to the maximum values of
the distributions. Furthermore, as previously commented for
Figure 3 to Figure 5, the data in Table 2 confirm that, for all
the three SAR distributions, the highest exposure levels were
found only at very narrow scan angles of the antenna beam.
In particular, for beams scanning the H-plane the highest
values of the SAR were observed in a narrow range of scan
angles symmetrically centered around 0◦. The widest range
was observed in the skin tissue, with almost symmetric ranges
equal to [−5◦, +6◦] for the values higher than the 90% of the
maximum pSAR10g and [−11◦, +10◦] for the values higher
than the 70% of the maximum pSAR10g, due to the alignment
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FIGURE 3. Left: SARwb levels distribution for the 1000 different combinations of the beamforming patterns of the 5G-V2X antenna.
Right: in the upper part the contour map of the SARwb on the H-E plane; in the middle the contour map of the SARwb vs. the scan
angle on the E-plane; in the lower part the contour map of the SARwb vs. the scan angle on the H-plane.

FIGURE 4. Left: pSAR10g levels distribution in the skin tissue for the 1000 different combinations of beamforming patterns of the
5G-V2X antenna. Right: in the upper part the contour map of the pSAR10g on the H-E plane; in the middle the contour map of the
pSAR10g vs. the scan angle on the E-plane; in the lower part the contour map of the pSAR10g vs. the scan angle on the H-plane.

of the 5G-V2X antenna and the Ella human model, being
exactly on the same line in the H-plane. On the E-plane, the
highest exposure levels were obtained only for negative scan-
ning ranges, that is when the beam was directed towards the
feet of the model. Specifically, the scan range for exposures
higher than 90% of the maximum SAR was equal to [−20◦,
−17◦] for the whole body and the eyes tissues and to [−17◦,
−8◦] for the skin tissue. When considering exposures higher
than 70% of the maximum SAR, the scan range for the whole

body and the eyes tissues was [−20◦, −12◦], while for the
skin, it was equal to [−20◦, −5◦]. As described above, in the
E-plane the highest exposures were generated when the beam
was directed only towards negative scan angles. This could be
explained by considering the reciprocal position between the
antenna and the pedestrian. The antenna is indeed tilted at an
angle of 37◦ on thewindshield of the car; as such positive scan
angles mean that the main beam of the antenna is directed
upwards, beyond the head of the model, resulting in lower
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FIGURE 5. Left: pSAR10g levels distribution in the eyes tissue for the 1000 different combinations of beamforming patterns of the
5G-V2X antenna. Right: in the upper part the contour map of the pSAR10g on the H-E plane; in the middle the contour map of the
SAR10g vs. the scan angle on the E-plane; in the lower part the contour map of the pSAR10g vs. the scan angle on the H-plane.

TABLE 2. Percentage of values higher than 90% and 70% of the maximum
values of the SAR for the whole body, the skin and the eyes tissues and
the corresponding range of the scan angles of the antenna beam.

exposure levels, as the human model is only hit by the side
lobes of the beam. Conversely, for negative scan angles the
main beam is more directed towards the model head, causing
the highest exposure levels.

The variability of the data is further supported by the QDC
values we obtained, which are shown in Figure 6. As observed
in Figure 6, the QDC values were high and ranged from
0.82 for the whole body to 0.88 for the eyes tissues. This
means that, although low, the exposure levels change con-
sistently as a function of the two scan angles in the H- and
E-plane of the 5G-V2X antenna beamforming, introducing a
high variability on the induced SAR levels.
In the same Figure 6, we also reported the Sobol indices

from the global sensitivity analysis conducted for all the SAR
distributions here considered. The normalized Sobol indices
for the scan angle in the H-plane showed in all the three

SAR distributions values higher than those obtained for the
scan angle in the E-plane, especially for the pSAR10g of the
skin and the eyes. For the whole body, the H- and E-plan
Sobol indices were almost comparable, being 0.54 in the
H-plane and 0.46 in the E-plane. For the skin and eyes tissues,
the Sobol index in the H-plane was higher than that of the
E-plane (0.70 vs 0.30 for the skin and 0.59 vs 0.41 for the
eyes). This indicates that for the whole body, both scan angles
have an almost equal impact on the exposure levels with 54%
of the variance of the exposure explained by the variation
of the beam direction on the H-plane and 46% of the vari-
ance explained by the variation of the beam direction on the
E-plane. For the skin and the eyes tissues, the scan angle on
the H-plane become more relevant than that on the E-plane,
since the variation of the beam direction on the H-plane
explained 70% of the variance of the exposure in the skin and
59% of the exposure in the eyes. These considerations can
be explained by considering the reciprocal position between
the antenna and the human model. Indeed, the wider range
of variation in the H-plane could result in main beams of
the 5G-V2X antenna that only partially hit the human body,
causing lower exposure levels thus having a greater impact
on exposure spatial variability.

IV. DISCUSSION
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first study
that investigated the spatial variability of human RF-EMF
assessment in upcoming 5G-V2X communication scenarios.
The combined use of classical computational method and
the PC-Kriging stochastic approach was applied in elec-
tromagnetic dosimetry framework for C-ITS mobility sce-
narios, to obtain a complete description of the exposure
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FIGURE 6. The QDC values and the normalized Sobol indices for the three
SAR distributions under investigation.

heterogeneity. While the PCK (Polynomial Chaos Krig-
ing) stochastic approach has a mono-dimensional limitation,
resulting in the loss of corresponding location information
about the peak exposure level on the human model, it still
proves valuable in capturing EMF exposure levels’ variability
within next-generation 5G. Indeed, in [25], this methodol-
ogy was applied for assessing different SAR exposure levels
for a human body exposed to an indoor 5G Access Point
with beamforming capability, at the working frequency of
3.7 GHz [25]. In the current study, the same method is used to
assess the spatial variability of RF absorbed by a pedestrian
near a car equipped with a 5G-V2X antenna at the working
frequency of 3.5 GHz, in the FR1 range licensed for NR com-
munications [24]. The 5G-V2X antenna model was based on
the latest technical specifications released by 3GPP (Release
16 and 17 [7], [8]) and was mounted on the windscreen of
a city car model, according to the typical antenna mounting
position [36]. The spatial variability and heterogeneity of the
scenario were introduced by considering a 5G-V2X antenna
with beamforming capability, that was regulated by the two
scan angles in the H-plane, with a variation range between
[−40◦,+40◦], and in E-plane, with a variation range between
[−20◦, +20◦]. Thanks to the use of stochastic dosimetry,
we were able to assess the SAR exposure levels of a pedes-
trian, for 1000 different combinations of the two scan angles,
with low computational cost. The pedestrian location relative
to the car was based on the position that according to the
evidences we observed in our previous study [24] would
cause the highest exposure levels. The human model was
positioned as closest as possible to the front of the car body,
since larger distances between the 5G-V2X antenna and the
human body will lead to lower SAR levels.
Based on the 30 simulations conducted only with deter-

ministic dosimetry, we observed that the highest SAR values
positions were localized in the upper part of the body, par-
ticularly in the head region, with the highest exposure levels
obtained in the eyes and nose area. The introduction of the
PCK technique allowed us to significantly expand our anal-
ysis by considering 1000 different combinations of the two

scan angles, all achieved at a low computational cost. This
analysis showed that, despite the short distance between the
antenna and the model, the exposure levels for the whole
body, the skin, and the eyes were low and in any case below
the EMF exposure limits. In fact, we found that the maxi-
mum SAR averaged on the whole body (SARWB) was equal
to 0.33 mW/kg and the maximum peak SAR value averaged
on 10g was 9.54 mW/kg for the skin and 8.69 mW/kg for
the eyes, both well below the limits of 0.08 W/kg for the
whole body SAR and of 2 W/kg for the local head torso
SAR, indicated by the ICNIRP guidelines [33]. Furthermore,
in realistic 5G-V2X scenarios, the antennas will be feed with
value of input power around 23 dBm (i.e., 200 mW) and will
work with pulsed signals and not continuous, as also indi-
cated in the technical specification of 3GPP [7], [8]. In this
way, the levels of exposure due to a V2X communication
scenario will be even more significantly reduced and well
below ICNIRP guidelines [33]. This result is in linewith other
studies, which deal with RF human exposure assessment in
the context of both 5G networks and automotive field, which
highlighted always values well below the EMF exposure
limits [16], [17], [18], [19], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25].

Furthermore, interestingly, the obtained maximum values
were slightly higher than those from our previous work [24],
where we applied only the computational method and inves-
tigated the exposure only at 0◦ phase shift for the two scan
angles. The maximum value in the worst exposure configu-
ration of [24] was equal to 0.074 mW/kg for the whole body,
6.62 mW/kg for the pSAR10g on the skin, and 3.77 mW/kg
for the pSAR10g on the eyes. The maximum of the exposure
for the whole body was found at a beam angle of [0◦ in
H-plane, −20◦ in E-plane], for the skin at [1◦ in H-plane,
−13◦ in E-plane], and for the eyes at [0◦ in H-plane, −20◦

in E-plane]. This demonstrates that different beamforming
patterns of the 5G-V2X antenna can result in higher exposure
levels in different body regions, because the main beam can
be more directed towards the head-eyes zone of the Ella
human model, compared to the case with a 0◦ phase shift that
we investigated in our previous work [24].

The analysis we conducted about the SAR values higher
than the 90% and 70% of their maximum values reinforced
this latter observation. Indeed, the highest values were found
to concentrate in a small but symmetric scan range in the
H-plane, while, in the E-plane, the highest SAR levels were
only in the negative part of the scan range (the largest range
extreme were [−20◦, −5◦], for the whole body). This is
likely due to the fact that the beamforming pattern in the
positive scan range of the E-plane resulted in a main beam
directed above the head of the pedestrian. Also, this result
highlighted how only the beamforming patterns directed
primarily towards the human model could lead to high
SAR levels, as also underlined in our previous work that
deal with exposure variability due to indoor 5G AP [25].
Moreover, the typical 5G-V2X antennas positions (i.e., on the
windscreen and on the roof at the back of the car [36]), will
favor beams directed upwards than the population average
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height, resulting inminimal exposure for pedestrians and road
users.

The QDC coefficient was always higher than 0.82. This
means that, although the exposure values were low, they
changed consistently, as a function of the horizontal and ele-
vation angles of the 5G-V2X antenna beam and the exposure
scenario is then characterized by a high degree of vari-
ability and heterogeneity. As previously underlined in our
work [25], this was expected, since the 3D beamforming
technique in 5G networks inherently focus the radiation in
narrow beams to increase the gain only in the target direc-
tion and not elsewhere [11], [50]. This creates scenarios
in C-ITS mobility with high variability and complexity in
terms of the RF EMF exposure levels for people in close
proximity.

Finally, the global sensitivity analysis based on Sobol
indices showed that both the H-plane and the E-plane scan
angles were relevant in affecting the induced SAR levels; for
the skin and the eyes tissues, the scan angle in the H-plane
has slightly more influence. Therefore, both azimuth and
the elevation angles should be considered when developing
surrogate models for accurately predicting exposure levels
due to the 3D beamforming capability of a 5G-V2X antenna
in a C-ITS scenario.

V. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the PC-Kriging stochastic technique has been
demonstrated to be suitable to face the spatial variability
and heterogeneity of human exposure to RF EMF in the
contest of smart mobility, where 5G NR communications
will be soon implemented. Indeed, starting with only a few
results obtained with deterministic dosimetry, in this study
we could assess the exposure levels of pedestrians in close
proximity to a car equipped with a 5G-V2X antenna with
3D beamforming capability. The exposure levels were eval-
uated in terms of the SAR averaged on the whole body and
averaged on 10g of the skin and eyes tissues. At the end,
it was shown that both the scan angles in the H-plane and
E-plane had an impact on the SAR distributions. However,
it is important to note that all the values obtained were sig-
nificantly below the ICNIRP guidelines for general public
exposure.

Future studies will be focused on the development of
more sophisticated methods using stochastic and machine
learning approaches for evaluating the exposure variables
(i.e., specific absorption rate and absorbed power density)
and exposure variability at RF and mm-Waves frequency
ranges, considering an ever-increasing number of factors that
can influence the exposure scenarios (e.g., the simultaneous
presence of several sources operating at different frequencies,
the morphology, the posture of the subject, etc.) [51], [52].
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